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1 Abstract
The Virtual Hand Lab (VHL) is an an augmentedreality envimnment for conducting experiments in human perception and motor performancethat involve grasping,manipulation, and other 3D
tasksthat people perform with their hands. The hardware and software testbedsupports both physical and virtual objects, and object
behaviors that cm be specified in advanceby experimenters. A
testbedfor conducting experimentsmust provide visual stimuli that
dependon the configuration of the experimental apparatus,on the
specific tasksthat are being studied, and on the individual characteristics of each subject. Calibration is an important concern and
is the subject of this paper. A proper design leads to independent
calibration stepsthat modularize the subsystemsthat require calibration and explicitly recognizeand order the dependenciesamong
them. We describehow the architecturefor the VHL was designed
to support independentapparatus-specific,experiment-specific,and
subject-specificcalibrations. The architectureoffers benefitsfor any
augmentedreality environmentby reducing m-calibration times and
identifying appropriatemodularization in the software that can result in a more robust and efficient implementation.
CR Categories: 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism-virtual reality
Keywords: augmentedreality, experimental systems,registration, calibration

2 Introduction
Augmentedreality environmentsdynamically “augment” the user’s
view of the real 3D world with computer-generatedvirtual objects.
Thesevirtual objectsmay overlay physical objects,creating hybrid
objects,or the virtual objectsmay exist independently of the physical objectsbut still interact with themthrough behaviorsthat candiffer from those of physical objects. Severaldomains are seenas effective applications of augmentedreality: medicine and surgery[4,
15, 211,manufacturing and repair@, 221, and complicated visualization domains that supporthand-basedinteraction styles [6]. We
built the Virtual HandLaboratory (VHL), a desktopaugmentedreality environment, to leam more abouthow people interact with their
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environments. Our interest is in providing a testbedin which experiments can be conducted to examine human perception and motor
performancewhen complex tasksare executedusing the hands.
Kinesiologists and psychologists study how people behavein a
variety of physical environments. The advantageof an augmented
environment is that experiments can explore the limits of human
perception and motor performance by simulating situations that
would be difficult (even impossible) to createusing the purely physical apparatustraditionally employedin studiesof this type. In augmentedreality (AR), accurate calibration assuresvisual registration
between the virtual and physical objectsthat are combined to create “augmented” objects. It also ensuresthat purely virtual objects
appearat the correct locations and orientations, and at the correct
size.
It is clear that grossdiscrepanciesin calibration causehumanperformance errors, but what about small discrepancies?To test the
quantitative effectsof calibration errorson the performanceandperception of virtual environments users,it is necessaryto systematically introduce errors into the calibration.
Our work is intended to addresstheseissuesby building a system
in which experimentsof this type can be conductedusing an augmented environment whose calibration proceduresnaturally support an understandingof the errors inherent in them. It will benefit designersof augmentedreality systemsto be able to predict task
error basedon varying levels of calibration accuracy.A secondbenefit of our work is increasedknowledge of basic human interaction within an augmentedenvironment. Kinesiologists areusing the
VHL to perform extensive analyseson 3D kinematic data,andfrom
that make inferences about human movement planning and motor
control.
In the following sectionswe first discussthe requirementsof calibration proceduresfor an augmentedreality experimentaltestbed,
provide a description of the experimental apparatuscomprising the
VHL, and then give a brief summary of the many coordinate systemsthat areusedby the hardwareand software. With this asbackground, the calibration procedure we have adoptedare explained
and analyzedin terms of the criteria we have established.The calibration procedurehasthree parts,calibration of the workspace,calibration of a subject’spoint of view, and calibration of physical objects that will be employed in experiments. We conclude with an
overall discussionof our systemand of related work reportedin the
literature.

Calibration requirements for augmentedenvironments are similar
to those for robotics - in both casescomputer hardware and software are used to coordinate objects in 3D where some of the objects are under computer control and someare not. In the caseof
augmentedenvironments, someof the objectsmay be only virtual,
but this doesnot changethe fundamentalrequirementto accurately
measurethe current stateof all of the objectsand computethe next
state for those that are under computer control. For this reason,
we baseour calibration requirementson thosegiven by Hollerbach
andWampler [lo], who say that in robotics “Ideally, the calibration
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methods should be statistically robust, there should be a variety of
approaches for different circumstances, and metrology equipment
should be sufficiently accurate, convenient to use, and not too expensive”.
To these we add three more requirements that are specific to experimental testbeds in which experiments involving human subjects
will be conducted:
independent - separate parts of the calibration should not rely
on each other unless absolutely necessary;
subject-specific - the calibration should account for individual
differences
no cues - no residual cues should be left that might be exploited
by subjects in unanticipated ways that would introduce confounds
into experiments.
The independence criterion derives from the need to measure the
effects of calibration errors on performance by systematically introducing perturbations. If the calibrations are dependent on one another, then it is not possible to isolate the effects of a single perturbation. A benefit of independent calibration (for any augmented reality system, not just experimental testbeds) is that it decreases the
total time spent on calibration, becausechanging one item in the environment does not produce a cascade of re-calibrations. Depending on the implementation, it may decrease errors by reducing error
propagation.
Since the experiments examine differences between subjects, calibrations must reflect the individual being tested. Perturbations
must be relative to the correct calibration for that subject.
The third experimental criterion, elimination of residual cues,
arises from the goal of increasing internal validity for an experiment.
Experiments have greater internal validity if the effects measured
for dependent variables can be attributed to the independent variables under experimental control, and not to other sources. Some
calibration procedures require fiducial marks which remain in the
environment during its use. To increase validity, one must ensure
that these marks cannot be used by subjects in ways unanticipated
by the experimenter. Our approach is to eliminate fiducial marks in
the environment wherever possible.
Our goal is to identify the requirements of an experimental system, merge them with traditional calibration requirements, and then
provide procedures which satisfy both. A sub-goal is to identify
methods for evaluating the accuracy of a calibration procedure and
show how the evaluation procedure isolates the calibration from
other calibrations.

itor (monitor) that is reflected through a mirror, a Northern Digital Optotrak 3D motion analysis system (trucker), StereoGraphics CrystalEyes stereo-graphic glasses (stereo glasses), and an ATI
Force/Torque Sensor System force sensing device (force sensor).
The SGI displays stereo images on its regular screen (which is seen
by the experimenter) and also on the slaved monitor. The mirror
places these images appropriately within the subject’s view. The
Optotrak senses the 3-D positions of infrared emitting diodes (markers) that are strobed under computer control. The markers are
placed on all objects (including the subject) whose position or orientation is required during an experiment. Three or more markers
rigidly mounted provide orientation information that can be computed from their relative positions. The stereo glasses, used in conjunction with position and orientation information for a subject’s
head obtained (from the Optotrak), enable the monitor to display
head-coupled stereo images for the subject.
Figure 1 illustrates the physical set up. A metal rack on rollers
supports the slaved monitor face down over the half-silvered mirror. The rack is placed so that the monitor and mirror are above a
desktop, all parallel to each other, with approximately equal spacing between the face of the monitor on top, the mirror in the middle,
and the desktop on the bottom. With this geometry, an image on the
monitor is reflected through the mirror and a 2D virtual image appears just above and parallel to the desktop (the relative spacing of
the monitor, mirror and desktop determine the exact distance).
A set up very similar to this was used by Knowlton [12] in his system for prototyping keyboard layouts for telephone operators. Subjects look through the half-silvered mirror and can reach underneath
it, resulting in the virtual image reflected through the mirror appearing to be on top of the actual scene beneath the mirror. The subject’s
hands are visible beneath the mirror, which Knowlton describes as
“eerie”. He used this apparatus to change the virtual labels on the
keys on a standard telephone operator’s keyboard to conduct usability studies that compared various keyboard layouts and tested new
functionality. His system used only a 2D virtual image becauseall of
the labels for the keys are (approximately) in a common plane just
above the keyboard. In our work, we want subjects to manipulate
3D objects within the entire workspace.
Using a mirror as a “beam-splitter” between the subject and the
workspace allows computer augmentation of objects to supersede
the visible attributes of the physical object. Turning a light (not
shown) on or off under the mirror determines whether the display
is see-through or purely virtual. If the light is turned off, none of
the physical objects are visible, but the virtual ones are unaffected;
with the light off, both physical and virtual objects are seen, just as
in Knowlton’s set up.
The workspace is the volume between the mirror and the desktop
into which a subject can physically reach. To achieve the illusion of
3D images anywhere workspace, stereo glasses are. used. Different
left and right images are sequentially displayed on the monitor providing stereo separation. This is the typical field-sequential presentation common in desktop or fish tank VR, except that the subject
is looking into the mirror and thus sees the images as if they monitor were embeddedin the desktop, but without the physical inconvenience of the monitor protruding below the desk (which would limit
foot room) and without the subject’s hands obscuring the virtual objects. A flat-panel display laid on the desktop would achieve the first
goal (foot room) but not the second, because images would be obscured any time a subject’s hand (or any other object) blocked the
line of sight to part of the image on the flat-panel display. The presence of a mirror provides some constraints on the workspace, but the
ability to slide the mirror closer or farther away, and to move the entire apparatus left, right, closer or farther from the subject provides
enough flexibility for our purposes.
The relative positions of the desk, rack with monitor and mirror,
tracking equipment and subject vary according to the experiment.

4 Apparatus

Figure 1: Physical configuration
The hardware supporting our augmented environment consists of
an SGI Indigo 2 Extreme workstation a slaved secondary SGI mon-
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The rack holding the monitor is built with supportson only one side,
which cannot face the tracker, but the other side provides an unobstructedview of the workspace,allowing the markersto be sensed
by the tracker.The monitor itself is awkward andheavy to move, so
rearrangingit in the rack requiresmore than one person.
The orientation of the workspacecoordinatesystemis chosenrelative to the sideof the deskon which the subjectwill be seatedrather
than being associatedwith the monitor. Defining the coordinatesystem this way allows experimentersto place subjectson either side
of the desktop,optimizing the use of the limited workspacewithout
changingthe orientation of the monitor in the rack, thus allowing for
individual differences such as left and right handedness.The ability to slide the mirror forward and back makesit easyto adjust for
differencesin subjectheight and seatingpostureso that the virtual
image is always visible to the subjectthrough the mirror.
The SGI is programmedto updatethe display at 60 Hz in stereo
mode. The glassesare shutteredat 120 Hz, giving eacheye 60 imagesper second,a total of 120imageseachsecond.Tracking is performed at 60 Hz by the Optotrak. Forcesensingis conductedat 200
Hz or higher, but at the presenttime it is not usedto control the system, only for data acquisition.

5

Coordinate

H2
H3
P4
P21
P22
P23

Table 1: Key transformationsusedin the VHL. Many

Calibration

more transformationsare used

during calibration (thus tbe skippednumbers).

Systems

There are a number of coordinate systemsthat are employedin the
system. The software automatically converts between these as it
displays the virtual scenebasedon data from the tracker. Someof
the transformationsare static, depending only on the geometry of
the apparatus,while others are dynamic, dependingon the current
position and orientation of the subject’shead or hands and of any
physical objectsthat are in use.
From the experimenter’s viewpoint, the most fundamental coordinate systemis a subject-specific workspacecoordinate system.
This is a right-handed coordinate systemin which X is to the subject’s right, Y is pointing away from and in front of the subject,and
Z is up. The coordinate systemdoes not fluctuate basedon a subject’s movementswhile seated. It is aligned with the desktop,but
it is oriented accordingto where the subjectis sitting, which means
that the relationship between the monitor’s pixel-based coordinate
systemand the workspacecoordinatesystemwill be mirror imaged
in somecases.
We define the workspace so that the XY-plane is aligned with
the desktop (adjusting the height of the desk if necessary). Virtual objectsentirely within the XY-plane thus haveidentical left and
right stereoimagesbecausethereis no binocular disparity in the XY
plane. If the monitor, mirror and desktopwere not parallel, the plane
of the virtual image would be skewedrelative to the mirror and not
necessarilyparallel to the desktop. This would not changethe fundamentalrelationships,but it would makecalibration morecomplicatedbecauseour proceduretakesadvantageof the geometry.
Many transformationsare used during calibration of individual
systemcomponents.Someof thesecalibrations can be “collapsed”
to reduce the number of transformationsneededduring operation
of the VHL. Table 1 shows the key transformationsin the style of
Tuceryan et al. [22]. This table is presentedhere as a high level
overview. The descriptions will becomemore relevant in the sections describing the componentcalibrations. Figure 2 shows how
thesetransformationsinteract.

6

1 fixed - 1 eve calibration
1 headtorighteve
1 head to le?t eye
1 fixed
1 eye
’ calibration
tracker to markers
tracker
markersto object
object calibration
object calibration
tracker to object
1 model transformation 1 varying 1 from P(4,21,22)

Figure 2: Key

transformationsin components of the VIZ. Dark fines indicate transformations that vary during system use. Light lines indicate fixed or static uansfonnations. Thetop labelin eachboxindicates tJtephysicaJitembeingmeasured.The bottom

label indicates the coordinatesystemin which it is measured.

objects(to createaugmentedobjects)musteachbe calibratedsothat
transformationsbetweencoordinate systemscan be accomplished.
For eachcomponent,we describethe procedurean experimenter
follows, how the techniquesatisfiesthe experimentalcalibration requirements,an evaluation of the technical accuracyof the technique,
and a discussionof the effects a componentcalibration error hason
the overall system. The tracking systemis a commercial product,
self-calibrated to 0.3 mm accuracyand is not evaluatedhere.

6.1 Workspace Calibration
The calibration procedureconsistsof aligning a setof virtual crosses
with a set of markersaccording to a pre-definedone-to-onecorrespondence.The markershave identity becausetheyarestrobed,and
the crossesare describedrelative to the workspaceorientation chosen by the experimenter.For example, the first marker is placed in
the “left front comer”, where “left” and “front” are arbitrarily chosenby the experimenter.
For a given virtual cross,there is exactly one location in 3-space
in which a markercan be placed so that the alignment of the virtual
crossand the markerarenot a function of headposition. In all other
positions, moving one’s headwill causethe virtual crossto “swim”
with respectto the physical marker.Wecurrently rely on humanperception to determine proper alignment, but only to detect 2D misalignment, not differencesin depth. Alignment in the third dimen-

Procedure

Three distinct types of calibrations are applied to the VHL. The
workspace(volume of physical spacewhich canbe augmented),the
point of view (for a head-trackedstereodisplay), and the physical
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sion is determinedby the absenceof swim, which is somethingthat
humansare very good at detecting. Because2D alignment of the
markerswith the virtual crossesand the check for lack of swim do
not vary with the head position, this calibration can be performed
without stereo,i.e. independentof the point of view calibration.
Using standardtechniques,a coordinatesystemis obtained from
a set of points. We arbitrarily chose four points. If we used more
markers,we could use the additional redundant data to reduce the
variance further. The tradeoff would be increasedtime to perform
the calibration.
The markersare removedafter calibration and before the arrival
of subjects,hencesubjectscannotusethem to gain any sort of information about the workspace. Unlike the experimenter,the subject
is unawareof the coordinatesystemused. Specifically, the subjects
cannot use the markersto facilitate alignment tasks,determine the
centerof the workspace,determinethe boundariesof the workspace
volume or anticipatetarget locations.
To evaluatethe consistencyof the calibration, the workspacewas
calibratedthree times. For eachcalibration, data was collected four
times without moving any markers,for a total of 12 readings. Each
markerproducesan (x,y,z) triplet, in tracker coordinates.Comparing readingswithin the samecalibration allows us to evaluate the
tracker error. The maximum range (maximum value minus minimum value for a given marker/axiscombination) was 0.24 mm. We
then evaluated the maximum range over all readings and calibrations. The maximum range was 1.49 mm. If we attribute 0.24 mm
of that error to trackererror, then by subtraction,the calibration procedurecontributes 1.25mm to the total systemerror.
Marker
Location
left front
left back
right front
center

Range(mm)
Stdev
Z
L
X
Y
X
Y
0.62 0.45 0.85 0.29 0.19 0.35
1.49 1.02 0.92 0.69 0.45 0.39
1.37 0.51 0.34 0.58 0.24 0.10
0.12 1.41 1.34 0.04 0.68 0.52

Table 2: Range
of values ~qttired

during workspace

calibration for each position.

Errors in workspacecalibration affect the placementof virtual
objects,but not the registration of augmentedobjects. A trial specification file specifiesthe time and place at which virtual objectsare
to appear. The three markers(left front, left back and right front)
used to determine the workspacecoordinate systemdefine its orientation relative to the physical equipment,but not its scale. Errors
in the placementof the center marker will move the origin of the
coordinatesystem. All virtual objects will be affectedin the same
manner.In particular, virtual objectswill retain the chosenrelative
distanceandorientation despiteany errorsin workspacecalibration.
This is quite important, as many experiments are basedon movementsbetweenspecified locations.
Augmentedobjectsdraw virtual objects relative to their associated physical object. An error in the workspace calculation will
causethe markerson the physical object to indicate an erroneous
location in workspacecoordinates.However, the virtual object will
be drawn in that “erroneous” location. Hence, despite the error in
the workspacecalibration, the physical and virtual objectswill still
be aligned.

6.2

Point of View

Human performanceis strongly influenced by visual input which,
in a head-coupled,stereo,augmentedenvironment dependson spatial and temporalalignment of the left- and right-eye virtual images
with eachother and with the real environment. Instead of tracking
the eyesdirectly, we estimatethe eye position relative to the glasses,
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then track the glasseswhile the subject interacts with the environment.

Figure 3:

Point of View calibration. Subjects align rhe calibration bars so that
through each hole they see the same image. The relative position of the holes to the
glasses is then calculated.

We start by outlining the calibration process.
1. The experimenter attacheslight-weight rigid plastic plates to
the sidesof the stereoglassesin such a mannerthat they do not interfere with the flexible armsthen placesthree markerson the plate
facing the trackerin any non-collinear positions. Thesemarkersare
used to track the headposition and form a headcoordinate system.
2. The subjectdons the stereoglasses,which am securedagainst
subsequentslippage with a strapof the type usedfor sports.
3. The subjectcloseshis/her left eye. A bar with a small hole is
provided. The bar is aligned over the subject’sright eye so that a
point in the center of the workspaceis clearly visible. The bar attachesto the glasseswith velcro.
4. The subjectrepeatsthis for the other eye.
5. The subjectthen looks through both holes simultaneously.The
holes should align so that he/sheseesthe samefusedimage through
both holes. It should appearas though there is only a single hole,
not two separateor overlapping holes. If necessary,the subjectrearrangesthe barsuntil this is the case.
6. The experimenterplacesmarkersdirectly over the holes.
7. ‘Iwo secondsof data (120 frames) are captured, processed
and analyzed. A summaryof the analysis is produced.The experimenter will rerun the data collection if too many of the dataframes
are erroneous. This is typically solved by changing the subject’s
headposition.
8. The bars and markersare removed from the subject’seyes.
The markerswhich track headposition remain.
Using the collected data,rigid body transformationsbetweenthe
position of the eye markersand the headcoordinatesystemarecalculated and used to estimatethe eye positions after the calibration
markersare removed from the eyes. Our estimatesare actually l2 cm in front of the points we really want, but this results only in
a slight magnification of the sceneand avoids a number of pitfalls
related to gaze direction.
A seriesof filters processesthe data and determinesthe straight
line distancesbetweenevery pair of markers.An evaluation of the
data quality is produced for the experimenters. During use of the
VHL, distancesare calculated betweeneach of the markerson the
head for every frame of data. These new distancesare compared
to the calibration metrics to identify frameswhere the data may be
erroneous.
A major benefit of this approachis that thereis no dependencebetween the right and left eye calibrations. Inter-ocular distanceis correctly computedfor eachsubject. It is not assumedthat this distance
is evenly divided by the nose piece. The distancesfrom the noseto
eacheye will be similar for many people,but due to the asymmetry
of the human body, not exact. For example, astigmatismsand pre-

viously broken nosesincreasethe discrepancy. The vertical placement of the point of view is computed. It need not be the center of
the glasses. We do not assumethe glassessit levelly on the head.
The position of earson a subject’sheadwill often causethe glasses
to be skewedrelative to the head.
The above calibration facilitates future experimentsthat will independentlymanipulatethese parametersto determine to what extent they affect performance.
This proceduredoesnot give the exact point of view. The markers usedfor estimatingthe eyesare placedon the glasses,not in the
eyeballs. We also do not adjust the point of view basedon distance
to the point of interest. To evaluate the error, an optician’s pupillometer [7] was used to measureinterpupillary distance (IPD) for
three subjectsfor eachof sevenfocal distances:35,40,50,65,100,
200 and 00 (cm). For the first subject, multiple readings with two
experimenterswere obtained. Over five readings,there was at most
a 1 mm difference for a given focal distance.With this degreeof accuracy,readingsweretakenonly oncefor the other two subjects.As
the focal length increased,the IPD monotonically increased,asexpected.The difference in distancefrom the centerof the nosepiece
to eacheye waswithin 3 mm for eachsubject. Each subjectwascalibrated using the above proceduretwice. The calibration IPDs all
fell within rangeof the pupillometer readingsas shown in table 3.
Technique
calibration
pupillometer

Subject 1
mm max
57
62
57
62

Subject 2
mm max
57
61
57
61

Marker
Location
22
25
44
Total
MaxErr.
Table 4
block

Stdev
Range(mm)
X
Y
L
X
Y
L’
0.75 0.25 1.75 1.50 0.50 0.50
1.56 0.56 1.89 1.33 0.53 1.36
1.50 0.50 1.00 0.71 0.71 1.41
1.33 0.47 1.73 1.29 0.52 1.16
3
1
4

Effects of eye calibration on perception of size. Ban of a VirtuaI wire-frame

were measured.

Calibrating an object involves matching a computermodel to the
physical object. Both the model and the object are assumedto have
distinguishable dimensions. This calibration technique is only dependent on the experimenter’s ability to manipulate physical objects, not on an ability to manipulatephysical and virtual objectstogether. This technique works for any non-deformableobject.
k?z!Y Inatesystem

Subject3
mm max
63
64
60
65

Figure 4:

There is no assumed correspondence between object and marker coordi-

nate systems.

Table 3:

An opticiaa’spupillomewas
used to recordintetpupilkuydistances
over
35 cm to infinity. The calibration techniqueproduced vabtes
witbin tbepupillometerraoge.

focal lengthsrangingfrom

Z (height)

Not everyone has accessto a pupillometer. The following test
may be performedby anyoneusing an augmentedenvironment. To
quantify the effect of the point of view (POV) calibration, wireframeblocks of various sizeswere displayed at various locations using a randomizedtrial script. The width (Y-axis) of the virtual block
was measuredwith a physical ruler. The head moved freely to obtain the best perspective. Accuracy was stressedover speed.Over
15 trials, the meanerror was 0.47 mm with a maximum error of 1
mm. This experiment was repeatedfor the other dimensions. For
height (Z) the meanerror was 1.73 and the maximum error was 4
mm, and for depth (X) the mean error was 1.33 mm with a maximum error of 3 mm.
We speculatethat the depth and height dimensionsaremoreawkward to measure,and that the vertical dimension is more affectedby
screencurvature. An anonymousreviewer suggestedthat when the
ruler is held horizontally, visual and/or tactile cuesto its orientation
are obtainedfrom the desktop;in contrast,it is harder to seeor feel
if the ruler is vertical, and any tilt would contribute to measurement
error in the vertical case.
Thesetestsare independentof the workspacecalibration. Errors
in workspacecalibration have only minor effects on the position
or orientation of the virtual blocks, not on their size. The position
and orientation of the targetsdid not have a significant effect on the
errors. These tests are dependenton tracker calibration since this
would affect any lag in headtracking.
6.3

Physical

Objects

Physical objects provide tactile, kinesthetic and haptic feedback
when they are manipulated [ 161,which is why we want to be able
to makeuse of them in our experiments. By calibrating an object,
we can track its motion. This information can be used to augment
its visual appearance,and subsequentlyanalyze its motion.
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(width)

Figure 5: During

calibration physical

objects

are placedin

the comer

of the calibra-

tion frame.

The procedurefor this calibration is simple:
1. Attach three markersto the object in any non-collinear positions (SeeFigure 4). They may be placedon the side,top, placedflat
on the object, raisedusing an adhesiveor somecombination thereof.
2. Place three markersin predefinedlocations of the calibration
frame (Figure 5). The frame may be placed anywhere within view
of the tracker. Its placementis completely unrelatedto the location
of the workspaceexcept that it must be within rangeof the tracker.
3. Place the object in the comer of the calibration frame so that
the XYZ orientations of the object and frame match.
4. Collect marker locations for both frame and object in tracker
coordinates.
The position of the object markersrelative to the frame markers
plus knowledge of the size and shapeof the physical object allow
us to compute the internal coordinate system(CS) of the physical
object relative to the object markersand thus we can overlay a corresponding virtual object if desired.
The markersare left on the object, but if care is taken in their
placement,they have no specific orientation so they provide minimal cues to the subject. Specifically, they cannot be used to help

align the physical objectwith virtual objectsbecausethe markersare
not aligned with any axis of either physical or virtual objects,nor do
they indicate specific locations such asthe centerof the object.
Isolating object calibration from point-of-view calibration allows
us to test the effect of calibration errors. For experimentsinvolving
perturbationsof the virtual objectwith respectto the physical object,
the object is not placed in the comer of the calibration frame, but
rather is offset accordingly. Calibration in this casetakes approximately 10 minutes, becausethe experimenterstypically verify the
selectedrotation/translation by viewing it in the workspace.These
types of experimentswould not be possiblewith techniquesthat require someoneto touch a sensorto specific points in the environment during calibration [2,9].
Sourcesof error for this procedure are tracker error, incorrect
measurementof the physical object and incorrect position of the object in the calibration frame. Tracker error is within 0.3 mm, physical measurementswith a ruler are accuratewithin 1 mm, and position errors are negligible becauseboth the objects and the frame
are rigid and they fit tightly together.Recalibrating for new marker
locations takes30-60 seconds.

6.4 Transformaton Between Coordinate Systems

With any such graph, there is always a transformation between
any two nodeson the graph tree. ‘Iwo identified by dashedlines will
be used later. Transformation (6) with supplementarylabel (C) is
derived from (2) and (5). Transformation (8) with supplementary
lable (A) is derived from (3) and (6). Transformation (8) is the the
transformation between the object CS and the marker CS; it is invariant no matter where the object is physically located.
Transformation 4 is computedfor eachdataframeduring system
usage,not during the calibration phase.
Transformations can be used to changebetween different locations both measuredin the sameCS (asabove),or to changethe CS
in which a point is measured.Transformations(11) and (12) do the
latter by applying transformations(1) and (6) respectively.
Transformation (7) is the key transformation. We change both
physical locations and the systemin which it is measured.The CSs
were defined so that the transformationfrom the workspacecoordinate systemto the coordinate systemof the object while located at
the origin of the workspaceis the identity transformation,indicated
by the supplementarylabel “I”.
More specifically, the position of the markerswhile the object
was sitting in the calibration frame,asmeasuredin object-framecoordinates,is exactly the position that the markerswould be located,
had the object been at the workspaceorigin, and the markersmeasuredin workspacecoordinates.(Note we are switching coordinate
systemsand locations at the sametime). So, now we know where
the markerswould have been, had the object been centeredin the
workspace,as measuredin workspacecoordinates.
At this point, all of the off-line calculations havebeendone, and
we needto makeuse of the real-time datato determinethe “desired
transformation” of the object from the origin position to the transformed position. It can be easily derived from the above transformations.
We collapsetransformationsto reduceoverheadduring useof the
VHL. Key transformationsare denotedas “Pn” and areusedin Figure 2. We define transformation (P20) asthe trackerto objectorigin
in workspacecoordinates,composedof transformations(3, 12,7,
and9). (P21)is composedof (10,ll) andthe desiredtransformation
is P23. (P4) is transformation (4).

7 Discussion and Related Work
We evaluate our complete set of calibration proceduresbasedon
Hollerbach and Wampler’s criteria and then the additional experimental testbedcriteria.
robustness
- An experiment consistsof a sessionfor each subject in which a large number of trials are.performed. Five full experimentsand severalpilots have beenperformed. Objectsare calibrated for each experiment. One object was re-calibrated once
during a session,presumably becausea marker was moved. The
workspacewas calibrated for eachexperiment,but not betweensessionsexceptby one experimenterto ensureagainstthe rackmoving.
Point of view calibrations were performedonce for eachsubject.
flexibility-Depending
on the experiment,the experimentermust
place markers on the objects in different locations. For example, markers might be placed on the side, top, or some combination thereof. Subjects may be positioned anywhere around the
workspacewithout affecting calibrations. The VHL physical setup
can be easily and quickly rolled out of the way for other experiments
and it is not necessaryfor the workspaceto be precisely placedwhen
a new VHL experiment takesplace.
accuracy
- Total static systemaccuracyis within 4 millimeters.
Specifically: X (left/right) 5 3 mm, Y (away) 5 1 mm and Z (up)
2 4 mm. The tracker provides accuracy within 0.3 millimeters.
Workspaceerror is 5 1.3 mm.
convenience
of use- Oncean experimenthasbeenset-up,the kinesiologists who use the VHL successfully calibrate the entire sys-

Figure 6: Traosfomxuionsforobject calibration. The top label in each box indicates
thephysicalitem being measured.The bottomlabelindicates
rhe coordinatesystem
in
which it is measured. We wish to determine the transformationfrom the origin of the
workspaceto the object’s new, randomlocation.

In the following description, numbers identify the transformations in Figure 6. Occassionally the sametranformation has been
used in multiple places. In these cases,supplementaryletter labels have beenprovided. Transformationf,Wl) is obtainedfrom the
workspacecalibration. Transformations (2) and (3) are easily obtained from the setsof markerson the calibration frameand physical
object while it is sitting in the frame.
Transformation (5) is basedon the virtual object’s encodedattributes of height, width and depth, and an adjustmentwhich accounts for the height of the markersabovethe calibration frame.
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tern independentof outsidecomputertechnical support. There have
beentwo published papers[23,24] and four more experiments are
in progress.Calibrating the entire systemtakesbetween 10 and 30
minutes, dependingon the experimenter.
expense - The VHL equipment (tracker, computers,rack) cost
over $lOOK. However the additional cost for the calibration materials is quite small. The frame used for object calibration is constructedof scrapwood and adhesivesand the eye calibration accessoriesare createdfrom readily available plastic and adhesives.Togetherthesecost less than twenty dollars.
independence - All of the calibrations rely on the tracker being accurate,but this is hard to avoid. Changing subjectsrequires
only point of view re-calibration. Moving either the tracker or
the workspacerequires only workspacere-calibration. Calibrating
physical objectsis independentof the other two calibrations.
subject-specific calibration-The
workspaceis defined according to the side of the desk where the subject is seated. The point
of view calibration is individualized for each subject and accounts
for the placementof the eyesrelative to the stereoglassesfor each
subject,including such metrics as inter-ocular distance.
no cues - The markersused during calibration of the workspace
and point of view are removed prior to experimentation, and thus
provide no information which a subjectcould use during an experiment. The markerson the physical objects remain visible to the
subjectsand could potentially provide cuesto the subjects.In practice, the fact that thesemarkersare positioned without referenceto
the internal coordinatesystemof the physical object makesthis risk
minimal.

131,Azuma and Bishop studied see-throughheadmounteddisplays
(HMDs) [2], and Stateet al. hybrid tracking systems[20].
Of the calibration requirements listed by Hollerbach and
Wampler, accuracy is the hardest to satisfy in an augmented
environment, and consequently the one to which most attention
has been paid. According to State, “Current AR systemscannot
convincingly meet this requirement. Typically a virtual object
appearsto swim about as the user moves...” [20]. We in fact take
advantageof this effect and use it in the first calibration component
to ensurethat we have determinedthe plane of the virtual image by
checking for a lack of visual swim.
Swimming can be the result of either spatial or temporal errors.
This paperdealsonly with the first issue,spatial registration. We do
not considertemporalregistration, the problem of lag, but this must
always be addressed.In our experimentsthe 60 Hz sampling rate
and roughly 1.5frametime lag haveproved acceptable,althoughfuture experimentsmay require greatertemporal accuracy.The limitations imposedby our 60 Hz updaterate for the display suggestthat
the first problem to be tackled should be the spatial errors.
Someof the issuesfor calibration in augmentedreality areobtaining a good geometricmodel of the physical objects,registration of
locations (both physical and virtual) in the environment,calculating
the correctpoint of view, andupdating datain real time. Systemcalibration is sometimesdecomposedinto several subsystemcalibrations with predefinedinteractions. Prior calibration work has sometimes producedsubsystemswhich satisfy the requirementsfor experimental systems. However, when thesecomponentsarejoined,
the overall system does not. This is not a limitation in the other
work, but merely reflects the simpler goal of overall systemaccuracy. By contrast, we have tried to satisfy a more comprehensive
set of requirements,including those for experimental systems.
One commonapproachto calibration is to have the user visually
align physical and virtual objects. This combinesthe point of view
calibration with objectcalibration, which meansthat the systemcannot be usedfor perceptiontests. For example,Ghazisaedyet al. calibrated a magnetic tracker with an ultrasound tracker by aligning
both trackerswith virtual blocks prior to useof the system[9]. This
calibration satisfiesthe “no cues” requirement becausethere were
no residual cuesleft after calibration. However, the calibration was
not independentas it relied on the calibrator’s perceptionof the 3D
location of the virtual objects.
The alignment approachwas also taken by Azuma and Bishop
[2]. They calibrateda see-throughHMD by registering one real object (the calibration cube) with one set of virtual objects(threebars
representinga coordinate system)using a monocular view. To obtain the frame-to-trackertransformation,the user toucheseachcorner of the cube. The eye-to-trackertransformationbuilds on this by
using a bore-sight. They obtained f4 mm accuracyin X and Y directions, and f5 mm in Z (up/down).
Other systemsisolate the point of view from other calibrations,
but do so by using default values, which are not subject-specific.
Stateet al. [20] implementeda hybrid approachby integrating landmark andmagnetictracking. Two-colored concentric landmarksare
placed on non-moving physical objects. A mechanicalrum is used
to determinethe centerof the landmarksin world coordinates.From
the cameraimagesof the landmarks, head position is determined.
The camerasarepresetwith an interocular distanceof 64 mm and a
4 deg convergenceangle.
The GRASP systemis a platform for researchin augmentedreality applications. Its “most important feature...which differentiatesit
from an ordinary 3D graphicsor virtual reality system,is its collection of calibration techniques” [22]. These techniquescould, with
fairly minor modification, be used for experimental systems.There
are six sub-calibrations: image, camera,pointer, tracker,object and
trackermarkers.The majority of thesesub-calibrationsareindependent with the exception of the object calibration. ~VJOtechniquesare

7.1 Augmented Environments for Experiments
Although there have been many experimentsconductedusing virtual environments,most of thesehave consistedof isolated experiments,rather than testbedsfor conducting a variety of experiments
[ 1,5,11, 17, 191,and much of this work hasfocusedon virtual reality, rather than augmentedreality. The closestwork to ours are two
virtual reality testbedsfor subjecttesting, VRMAT and VEPAB.
Pouprevetal. [ 181developeda testbedfor studying manipulation
techniquesin a fully immersive environment which usesa non-seethrough head mounteddisplay. Their Virtual Reality Manipulation
AssessmentTestbed(VRMAT) focuseson basicdirect manipulation
taskssuch as reaching, grasping, moving and orienting virtual objects. Besidesthe obvious difference of virtual versusaugmentedreality, the granularity of testing differs. Unlike our system,VRMAT
doesnot focus on fine grained manipulation by fingers,but rather on
whole arm motions.
The scopeof Lampton et al’s Virtual Environment Performance
AssessmentBattery (VEPAB) [ 141is even broader.VEPAB is a set
of taskswhich are used to quantify human performanceon vision,
locomotion, tracking, objectmanipulation andreactiontime tasksin
virtual reality. Three manipulation tasksareconsidered,slide (grasp
and move a control bar horizontally), dial (graspand rotateto an indicated orientation), and bin (pull a ball out of one bin and push it
into another).Iwo control deviceswere tested,joysticks and Spaceballs. The basic manipulation tasks are similar to ones we test in
the VHL, but there are two major differences. The VHL is an augmentedrather than a strictly virtual environment and we test as input natural hand movementusing a prehensionmetaphor[ 151rather
than an indirect control device.

7.2 Calibration
Calibration in AR is hard and has been addressedby several people for severaldifferent types of equipment. Tuceryan et al. looked
at monitor-basedaugmentedreality [22], Bajur et al. and Koller
et al. each merged video-cameraimages into synthetic scenes[3,
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provided: one of which is dependent on the pointer calibration and
the other on the image calibration. The first technique gives an average distance error of 6.48 mm and the second 5.25 mm. In this system, the perspective transformation is dependent on the image and
camera calibrations, not on the viewer’s (or subject’s) physical characteristics such as interoculardistance, focal length or image center.

[7] Essilor International. Digital C.R.P (Pupillometer Reference Manual),
1997.

[8] Steven Feiner, Blair MacIntyre, and Doree Seligmann. Knowledgebasedaugmentedreality. Communications of the ACM, 36(7):52-62,
July 1993.
[9] M. Ghazisaedy,D.Adamczyk,D.J. Sandin,R.V. Kenyon, andT.A. DeFaati. Ultrasonic calibration of a magnetic tracker in a virtual reality
space.In Proceedingsofthe IEEE Virtual Reality Annual International
Symposium (VRAIS’95), pages 179-188,1995.
[lo] John M. Hollerbach and Charles W. Wampler. The calibration index
and taxonomy for robot kinematic calibration methods. The intema-

8 Conclusions
Augmented reality is a powerful tool which supports natural manipulation techniques as a means of improving the human-computer interface. Experimentation in this area will lead to even better interfaces if we can develop an understanding for how humans perform
in augmented environments. One important area of experimentation
is the effect of calibration on human performance.
It is possible to calibrate systems to support experimental requirements while still meeting the requirements of traditional calibration:
robustness, flexibility, accuracy, convenience of use and expense.
We have implemented this method, and it has been used by three
kinesiology researchers in experimental research [23,24].
Similar methodology and calibration techniques are also useful for non-experimental systems utilizing different tracking devices because the independence criteria can prevent cascading recalibrations when components change and it can help to identify appropriate modularization in the software that often results in a more
robust and a more efficient implementation.
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(a)(b) Workspace calibration. For demonstration purposes, 2 markers are mounted
above the desktop. The “L” shaped virtual cross aligns with exactly 1 marker, even
when seen from 2 different viewpoints. (c) Eye calibration. The subject is placing the
second “calibration bar”. (d) A virtual cube is measured to test eye calibration. (e)
Stereo image (2 viewpoints) of a a block augmented with a wire-frame. (f) Object
calibration. Object sitting in calibration frame.
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